treefree

SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING

Made from annual,
renewable, sustainable crops

At last, guilt free coffee to go.

about us
tree free global
is an Australian,
socially responsible
company with a
mission to save
trees by using
more sustainable,
annual crops and
petroleum-free
plastics.
Our products are made from annual, renewable,
sustainable crops such as sugar cane and corn.
We use Bagasse, a waste product of sugar cane
to make our paper and PLA bioplastic derived
from corn starch for our lining and lids.
We look at our products impact on the
environment in both manufacture and disposal.
Sugar cane and corn are annual crops which use
less resources as opposed to tree plantations
which can take up to 20 years to mature
and petroleum-based plastics which are not
renewable or sustainable. Sugar cane and corn
are harvested and regrown saving soil erosion
and habitat.
All our products are plant based and will
commercially compost in less than 60 days. In
a home compost trial our tree free cups broke
down leaving only nutrients in less than 60 days
and our PLA lids were gone in 90 days.

Drink coffee, save trees!

tree free

compostable cups
Our tree free compostable cups are made from annual renewable sustainable crops.
Bagasse which is a waste product of sugar cane, coupled with a corn starch lining and a
corn starch lid completely compost. Once our cups break down, they will add nutrients to the
soil and will leave no harmful plastic behind.

SINGLE WALL CUPS

4oz
4SW60TF
2,000/ctn

6oz
6SW73TF
1,000/ctn

8oz
8SW80TF
1,000/ctn

8oz (90mm)
8SW90TF
1,000/ctn

12oz (90mm)
12SW90TF
1,000/ctn

16oz (90mm)
16SW90TF
1,000/ctn

8oz
8DW80TF
500/ctn

8oz (90mm)
8DW90TF
500/ctn

12oz (90mm)
12DW90TF
500/ctn

16oz (90mm)
16DW90TF
500/ctn

6oz (80mm)
6SW80TF
1,000/ctn

8oz (80mm)
8SW80TF
1,000/ctn

12oz (80mm)
8SW80TF
1,000/ctn

DOUBLE WALL CUPS

THE ROASTER RANGE

Did you know that 1 million Bagasse cups could save 700 trees from being cut?

6oz 220ml

We not only consider the environment with our
products but also taste and experience. We
are excited to introduce our Roaster Range
of Cups where your in-house experience
matches your take away taste. We sampled
many coffees in-house and to go. We found
taste can be considerably different as the
ceramic cups and glasses used in café’s are
significantly smaller than the standard takeaway cups.
Lucky, we love coffee as much we love the
environment, we conducted our own research

8oz 270ml

W
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Same Same,
In or Out

12oz 350ml

and measured the volume of ceramic cups
and latte glasses in several cafés. Our results
showed the in-house cups were consistent in
size across all the cafés tested.
We developed our 6 and 12oz cups in the
Roaster Range to hold the exact volume as
the in-house ceramic cup and latte glass.
This gives your customers the same taste,
experience in-house or to go. For customers
requesting a medium we still offer an 8oz
cup. All three sizes use the same 80mm lid for
your convenience.
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universal lids
COMPOSTABLE LIDS
tree free PLA Compostable lids are designed precisely for our tree free cups. They are made
from corn starch, are renewable plant-based resources and are designed for hot beverages.
Because they are made from PLA, they are petroleum free which make these lids very earth
friendly. tree free PLA Compostable lids look and perform like a standard plastic lid.

4oz 60mm
Diameter: 60mm
2,000/ctn

6, 8 & 12oz 80mm
Diameter: 80mm
1,000/ctn

8, 12 & 16oz 90mm
Diameter: 90mm
1,000/ctn

RECYCLABLE LIDS
tree free’s PS lids are recyclable. The benefits of our Recycling lids are that once recycled
they reduce the amount of energy and resources (such as water, petroleum, natural gas,
and coal) needed to create plastic. Recycling plastic lids also keeps them out of landfills and
allows the plastics to be reused in manufacturing new products. Recycling 1 ton of plastic
saves 7.4 cubic yards of landfill space.

4oz 60mm
Diameter: 60mm
1,000/ctn

6oz 73mm
Diameter: 73mm
1,000/ctn

6, 8, & 12oz 80mm
Diameter: 80mm
1,000/ctn

tree free compostable lids are the Earth’s’ choice.

48, 12 & 16oz 90mm
Diameter: 90mm
1,000/ctn

tree free
benefits
Should tree free products end up in landfill, they will break down faster than
wood or plastic as they are plant based and will leave no harmful plastic behind.

Made from
plants, not oil
tree free compostable
packaging is made entirely
from naturally occurring
plant material.

Non-toxic inks
We use water-based glue
and soy inks that are
non-toxic.

Bagasse paper,
a by-product of
sugar cane

Made from
renewable
resources

For our paper we use a waste
product (Bagasse) from an
annual crop.

For our packaging we use
annually renewable natural
resources. Our cups, lining
and lids are all plant based
and add nutrients to the soil
as they break down.

Commercially
compostable
Our tree free cup coupled
with our corn starch lid and
lining can be commercially
and home composted.

Sustainable
We use less resources than a
tree plantation and our crops
are harvested and regrown
saving soil erosion and
habitat. Our compostable
packaging has a positive
impact on the environment
in both manufacture
and disposal.

tree free

compostable packaging
Our cups and packaging are all tree free, made from Bagasse, a by-product of sugar cane.
At tree free, we use less resources than a tree plantation and our annual crops are
harvested and regrown, saving soil erosion and habitat. We use a bioplastic derived from
corn starch for our cups lining and lids which will break down leaving only nutrients behind.

CUPS

LIDS

TRAYS

BOWLS

TRAYS MOULDED

CLAMSHELLS

TRAYS WITH LIDS

PLATES

CARDBOARD

ECO STRAWS

PLA CUTLERY

Annual crops save soil erosion and habitat.
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custom printing
Many of our customers decide to leave our tree free logo especially on the cups in order to
promote the environmental message. However many choose to custom print their own logo
as an effective way to promote their business. We can print tree free cups in any art look you
wish. Simply provide us with the desired artwork and we will do the rest.
Minimum quantities and rules of scale apply.

tree free

custom moulded packaging
At tree free global, we specialize in producing sustainable custom-made sugar cane
packaging designed according to your specific requirements. We make tailored
solutions in any shape. Minimum order quantities and rules of scale will apply.

tree free cups perform better than wood pulp derived products.

Q&A
What is Bagasse?
Bagasse is the fibrous matter that remains after sugar cane
stalks are crushed to extract their juice. The most important
use of Bagasse for everyday consumers is as a source of
pulp for paper. It can be used as an alternative to wood in
the production of paper products, saving trees.
What is the difference between paper and Bagasse?
Time and resources are the key difference, but both can be
used to make packaging. Bagasse is a waste product from
an annual crop as opposed to a tree plantation which can
take 20 years to mature. Bagasse is a more sustainable and
eco-friendly option given the shorter growth period.
What is the difference between tree free global products
and other eco-products?
tree free global uses Bagasse as a base element to
produce world leading coffee cups and food packaging.
All tree free products are 100% compostable and made
from only selected high-quality sugar cane. The products
are sustainable and critically have significantly better
performance than paper tree products. Additionally, these
products reduce the amount of pollution exerted into the air,
so they are also eco-friendlier than many other disposables.
How long do tree free Bagasse cups take to fully
biodegrade in the compost?
Bagasse or sugar cane is fully compostable and breaks down
best in commercial compost facilities in less than 60 days. In
a home composting trial our packaging broke down leaving
only nutrients in 30 days, our cups 60 days and our lids 90
days. Each home compost is different, so times may vary.
How long does it take for a paper cup to biodegrade?
A paper cup takes more than 20 years to decompose in a
sealed land fill and a few day’s in a lake or the ocean but the
plastic will remain. As our products are entirely plant based,
they will break down in and leave no harmful plastic behind.
What are the key benefits of Bagasse?
• The best reason for using Bagasse pulp as a raw material
is to save trees- 5,000 kilos of wood are needed to produce
1,000 kilos of pulp for paper, only 1,500 kilos of Bagasse is
needed to produce the same amount of pulp;
• Bagasse is a rapidly renewable annual resource and
sustainable – unlike paper or card from virgin forests, which
are endangered by harvesting.

What are tree free lids made of?
Our lids are made from PLA a bio plastic derived from
corn starch. All lids are compostable and consistent with
our company policy to offer the most ethically sustainable
products for the Hospitality Industry.
What does compostable mean?
A mixture of decayed or decaying organic matter used to
fertilize soil. Compost is usually made by gathering plant
material, such as leaves, grass clippings, and vegetable
peels, into a pile or bin and letting it decompose as a result of
the action of aerobic bacteria, fungi, and other organisms.
What is the difference between biodegradable
and compostable?
Biodegradable items refer to any material that breaks down
and decomposes in the environment; compostable goods
are organic matter that breaks down to become a pile of
nutrient-rich soil.
Where are tree free cups manufactured?
At tree free we manufacture products that are being ethically
produced and compostable. Our production facility in China
reduces the typical environmental impact of operations.
Moreover, we are always looking to create and innovate. We
have developed an advanced technology system as well as a
series of unique farming technologies in Bagasse production.
What is the difference between single wall and double
wall cup?
Single wall paper coffee cups are an inexpensive way to cater
for hot or cold beverages. Double wall hot cups are made by
manufacturing two paper walls with an insulating air pocket
between them. Some people use a double wall cup to avoid
the need for a sleeve and keeps drinks hotter longer.
Can I order branded cups?
Yes, we can make any tree free cups in any art look you desire.
Simply provide us with the desired artwork and we will do the
rest. Minimum order quantities and rules of scale will apply.
Is Bagasse suitable for hot beverage holding?
Our tree free cups and Bagasse based products will handle
hot food and beverages up to 120 degrees centigrade. They are
microwave and freezer safe, have a high resistance to grease
and are water resistant. Unlike paper or plastic containers, our
takeaways are oven-safe up to 220 degrees centigrade.
Can Bagasse be used to make other compostable products?
From plates and bowls to sleeves and cups Bagasse can be
used to make other compostable products. When Bagasse
products degrade, they provide natural ingredients back
to environment since they are made from natural, organic
and renewable materials. Bagasse products are perfect
alternatives to tree-based paper and plastic.

COMPOSTING

WHY IT’S THE BEST OPTION
tree free cups compost in 60 days

At tree free global we manufacture products that are
being ethically produced and compostable.
Our cups lining, and lids are also made from plants. Our
cups add nutrients as they breakdown because we have
no harmful plastic in our cups.
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Indeed, our coffee cups return to Earth within 60 days.
We have the best disposable cup for the environment! To
prove it, we placed 2 of our Bagasse cups and 2 paper
cups in a home compost (picture 1). The photos show the
results after 30 days (picture 2 & 3).
Our Single Wall cup on the left (picture 3) split and broke
into 3 pieces while the paper PLA lined single wall on
the far right still stands (picture 2). The middle two cups
(picture 2) are both double wall and our cups outer wall
had significantly more decay.
Our PLA lids also showed signs of breaking down but the
plastic lid was brand new. Our Bagasse container and lid
has completely broken down leaving only nutrients behind.
Follow this composting journey on facebook or
follow us on Instagram @treefreecups.

3

FROM
NATURE
TO NATURE

tree free cups
add nutrients to
the soil as they
break down.

what our
customers say
“tree free supply great products that
support Bean To’s eco-friendly ethos
and are received well by customers
far and wide.”

Micah Kutschker
Bean to Coffee

“Having dealt with big paper and plastic packaging
companies with huge sales that included a small
token range of Bio Degradable or Compostable
products we chose to get involved with tree
free global because they are the opposite.
They are in business to provide environmentally
friendly, resource and sustainably responsible Bio
Compostable PLA products.”

Eugene Mollica
Coffee Automatico

“We finally have a solution to
feed the massive demand of
biodegradable consumables from
our customers. Thanks to tree free
global we can now compost our
cups or simply not feel guilty about
the environment when drinking our
favourite cup of coffee.”

Matteo Secci
Atomica Coffee
“Being a wholesaler to cafés we wanted
to help reduce the waste in our
environment and the tree free
cups being biodegradable
do just that and our customers
love the quality of the
double wall cups.”

Tanya Wilmot
Coffee Group Mildura

“Our waterfront is our greatest asset,
we want to protect it from plastic.
We wanted the best environmentally
friendly disposable cup available
which is why we choose tree free
global Bagasse cups”

Tarren Colwell
At the Heads
”It’s wonderful to be able to say
the disposable cup is actually
made from sugar cane pulp,
not paper. You can compost the
cup, which works really well,
especially if people leave behind
the cup after using it with our inhouse composting system.

Noah
Jungle Juice Bar
“We are using and distributing
this amazing tree free product
because we wish to make a
difference on the carbon footprint,
tree free and the team have
amazing support, customer service
and a fantastic product with the
backup and knowledgeable of
experienced management. Our
company JAG Distribution is
making a small difference but
every difference counts. “

Gary
JAG Coffee Geelong
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Saving the planet one cup at a time.

JOIN THE TREE FREE

REVOLUTION
Switch to Bagasse to maintain your relationship with the environment
04 477 991 49
orders@treefreeglobal.com
www.treefreeglobal.com

Follow us on
Facebook
Instagram
YouTube

THE MOST

SUSTAINABLE

PACKAGING
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Join the tree free revolution.

